Starters Guide to ZWO ASI294MC Pro Camera
I have used this camera for over a year now and have learned a lot about the settings and particularly how these relate to the calibration and processing of the frames. This is a document to use as a rough guide and to help avoid some of the pitfalls that can lead to frustration with this excellent OSC camera. The driver used for this camera may determine how many settings can be changed. I use KStars and indi and the configuration relates to setting that can be changed in the indi driver.
All of my pre and post processing is done in Pixinsight but it is possible that many of the insights cross over to other pre-processing software. It is likely that other setting are used with success by other users. All this does is provide some guidance as to what works in my circumstances.
My Main Settings
Gain
Gain is very important with this camera as due to internal circuitry there is a large improvement in noise just after unity gain. Unity is 117 but the benefits do not occur at this point but later around 120 -125. This appears to be the sweet spot.
There is an excellent video by the maker of Sharp cap (Robin Glover https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RH93UvP358 ) explaining the relationship between gain exposure length etc which emphasises the need to avoid really long subs. Look for this on the internet. It is split into a lecture during which he ran out of time then a supplement where he covers what he had to gloss over due to time constraints. Here is a link to the second video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ub1HjvlCJ5Y 
The next setting is Offset. I did not really understand about this until I decided to mess with it and found that it you use calibration masters (bias/darks/flat darks and flats) made with a different offset than the light frames you risk severe clipping your calibrated frames which are unrecoverable by any processing.
This happened when I accepted a default auto setting of 8 but then found that the recommended setting was 30. All my calibration darks and biases were done with 30 but when I tried to calibrate older lights the clipping was bad.
So stick to 30 offset.
Next is white balance. Many capture software use auto settings where a difference in WB-R and WB-B occurs usually these are 95 and 52. This is wrong. Change these to 50 and 50. If you have used 95 and 52 don’t worry but these do end up with a prominent red cast. This can be processed out after integration so don’t worry too much about it.
Summary of basic settings
Gain 120-125
Offset 30
White balance 50 for each

Calibration in Pixinsight
There is a very good tutorial by “Bulrichi” https://pixinsight.com/forum/index.php?threads/for-beginners-guide-to-pis-imagecalibration.11547/ which explains in detail and is worth expending time to understand. Here is a very simplified version for this camera.
Bias Issues
You can use master bias to calibrate flats but this may be inconsistent.
If using darks of the same exposure, temp and gain/offset then bias is not required as it is contained in the dark signal which you should not precalibrate.
Darks issues
Use darks at same gain/offset/temp and exposure as your light frames. Make a library. Do not precalibrate with bias. Just do a simple integration
Settings in Pixinsight as per the Bulrichi tutorial.
Average, no normalisation, don’t care for weights and for pixel rejection No normalisation and use hot and cold clipping but disable high and low range clipping. Use linear fit clipping if you have over 20 frames.
Save them all and make a note of the gain and offset if you intend to change any later on.
Flat frames
This is an issue with this camera due to non linear response at very short exposures. I would recommend using an exposure of around 3 seconds (no shorter than 2). Then calibrate with either a Master bias or better still leave out the Master bias and use a master flat dark of the same exposure as the flat frame taken in the dark. To make a master flat dark - Use 30 frames (same exposure as flat frame same gain/offset and temp) and do a simple integration without any calibration as for the master darks. These contain a bias signal so do not use a masterbias in the calibration.
When calibrating flats. Use the master flat dark in the master bias area uncheck calibrate. Disable master dark and obviously master flat. Then integrate the resulting frames into a master flat by using the parameters (30 frames or more if possible) Average,  Normalisation – multiplicative, Weights don’t care. Pixel rejection parameters Equalise fluxes. Enable clip high and low but disable high and low range clipping.
Lights Calibration.
Inspect your lights in blink and get rid of any bad frames.
Calibration settings
Disable bias
Use your master dark that has not been precalibrated that is the same gain, offset, exposure length and temp as your lights and disable calibration and optimise (optimise should not be checked if the same exposure length is used). Once calibrated I always check the calibrated frames to ensure that they are not clipped and have good signal. This can be done visually in blink and just to be sure I use image statistics in the image menu in PI to check that 100% or near are present (less than 95% indicates clipping). Although you can prevent clipping by using a value 200-500 in the output pedestal this is seldom required and if this is done you must uncheck subtract pedestal when integrating. Sometimes these frames will look a bit washed out especially if the white balance is not at 50/50 but this can be removed after integration.
Next steps
These are covered nicely in the guide from Light Vortex https://www.lightvortexastronomy.com/tutorial-pre-processing-calibrating-and-stacking-images-in-pixinsight.html#Section1.
Cosmetic correction
I tend to follow the standard process. Open a small area to preview in stretch form. Set real time preview and move the hot and cold pixel sliders. Generally I aim to remove about 15,000 hot and cold pixels (look at the “real qty” changing as you move the sigma slider.
Close down the preview and apply global.
Debayer
Use RGGB and VNG and leave everything as is. Apply global.
Subframe Selection
This is very important to analyse your subs and find the best weighting to give them in the integration process and find a reference frame. In this tutorial by Light Vortex there is a weighting script that should be placed in the script area. I use this all the time, then click “measure”. Find the frame with the best “weight value” – (highest) and this is your reference frame make a note of this. Then output frames to a folder called approved. Set the weighting code word as SSWEIGHT
Star Alignment
Add frames from the approved folder and set the reference frame. Set the output folder (align). Click generate drizzle data provided you have dithered during capture. Apply global. The defaults are usually fine.
Local normalisation
Load frames from your align folder, set reference frame from your subframe weights. Leave all defaults and click apply global.
Integration
Reset this to clear previous values
Add frames from the align folder. Add drizzle data from the align folder if this was done. Add local normalisation (if done) frames from the align folder. Reference is set automatically from this. Set reference frame if local normalisation not used.
Integration parameters
Average, normalisation – local normalisation if used, Weights use keyword (write in SSWEIGHT), evaluate noise, generate drizzle data if used in alignment and this data will be updated.
Rejection algorithm – depends on number of frames
Normalisation – local normalisation (if done), enable clip high and low pixels but disable high and low range clipping.
Apply global and save result or go to drizzle integration
Drizzle Integration. Add drizzle data from align folder, set scale to 2 leave rest of settings. Add local normalisation files and click apply global. Save the result.
You can now go to post processing.

Post Processing Tips
If your integrated frame has a bad red cast dynamic or automatic background extraction will not remove it. It is there usually due to incorrect white balance. It is easy to fix however.
Fixing red cast the easy way
Open Screen transfer function. Unlink RGB channels make the frame the target and click on the nuclear stretch button. Unlinking the channels applies the stretching algorithm in a non linear fashion in each channel independently and the red cast will vanish. Re-link the RBG. You can at this point adjust the black point to bring more contrast but you can do this later. When happy. Open the Histogram Transformation window and drag the Triangle on the STF to the bottom of the histogram transformation border and this transfers this stretch ready to apply. You need to reset the STF now to get rid of the applied temporary stretch and close STF. Drag the new instance triangle from the HT tool onto the target frame to apply the permanent stretch.
You can now follow the usual post processing 
My usual scheme is
	Dynamic background extraction (removes residual colour cast but may not be required)

Background neutralisation (removes vignetting and light gradients)
Colour calibration or photometric colour calibration
SCNR to remove any residual green cast
Create lightness mask and star mask and save
Noise reduction with multiscale median transform using the lightness mask to protect finer structures like nebulae etc.
	HDR multiscale transformation
	Curves transformation to finish contrast saturation etc
Consider the utility script “Dark Structure Enhance” if there is fine darker areas but use with caution in stages 0.1 at a time.
This is what works for me in my OSC ASI294MC Pro captures. All of the processing tips are for Pixinsight. I have heard that Astro Pixel Processor works well and is simpler to use however IMHO PI is more configurable but the learning curve is steep and requires considerable time to understand.
Hopefully this brief guide will aid others using this camera to avoid frustration with the settings and get the most out of it.

